Dell EMC PowerMax for SAP
Unlock the value of SAP data to power the intelligent enterprise

Unleash the full potential of SAP:

Set the foundation
- Ensure performance to meet SLA's
- Consolidate mixed workloads
- Ensure business continuity

Improve productivity
- Increase agility with lower TCO
- Accelerate time to market
- Harness intelligence using SAP Leonardo

Ensure business continuity
- Secure non-stop data access and workload mobility
- Enable always-on mission critical SAP applications

Consolidate mixed workloads on the same storage array while delivering high performance and consistently low latency with guaranteed service levels.

Benefits:
- 162 SAP HANA nodes
- 150GB/s throughput
- <300 µs latency

SAP HANA
- Industry's highest SAP HANA TDI scalability
- 162 SAP HANA nodes
- 150GB/s throughput
- <300 µs latency

SAP NetWeaver ERP
- Business Suite
- Non-SAP applications

Learn more at DellEMC.com/PowerMax-SAP
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1. Based on Dell EMC internal analysis of publicly available data on the scalability of competitive mainstream arrays, December 2018.

2. Based on Dell EMC internal analysis of Random Read Hits Max IOs Per Second (Within a single array on 2 /f_loor tiles) for the PowerMax 8000, March 2018. Actual performance will vary.

3. Based on Dell EMC internal analysis of Random Read Hits Max GB per Second (Within a single array) for the PowerMax 8000, March 2018. Actual performance will vary.

4. Based on Dell EMC internal analysis using the OLTP2 HW benchmark for a single PowerMax 8000 array, March 2018. Actual response time will vary.

5. Based on Dell EMC internal analysis of published bandwidth of the PowerMax 8000 versus competitive mainstream arrays, March 2018. Actual performance will vary.

6. Based on a Forrester Total Economic Impact™ Study commissioned by Intel and Dell EMC, February 2019, where four customers were interviewed about results with Dell EMC versus their previous storage solutions, https://www.dellemc.com/en-us/collaterals/unauth/white-papers/solutions/dellemc-for-sap-tei-study.pdf

Revolutionize your SAP storage system with Dell EMC PowerMax for SAP.